CCSSEF/CCF&G SOP CHAPTER 6A
RANGE OPERATIONS GUIDE
2017 RIFLE RANGE RULE CHANGES
50 YARD, 100 YARD, 200 YARD (WEST) RIFLE RANGE;
All calibers allowed rifle, pistol and shotguns.
All targets must be placed on/at our fixed target frame locations at either 50 yards, 100 yards or 200 yards so all
projectiles go directly into a backstop/berm.
Target Frames are to be returned to their storage location under the Covered Firing Point structure.
NO PORTABLE TARGET FRAMES ALLOWED ON RIFLE RANGES. NO ‘GROUND’ TARGETS.
All shooting is to be done straight away on the target frame that corresponds to the firing point/bench.
A centered STEEL GONG contained in a structure can be shot from all benches.
NO SUSTAINED / BUMP / RAPID FIRE. AIMED SHOTS ONLY. There must be a minimum 3 second interval between shots.
All shell casings are to be policed and either removed from the range or placed in “brass” containers.

50 YARD, 50 METER, 100 YARD (EAST, Old ‘Covered 100yd’) RIFLE RANGE;
Maximum caliber allowed: .22 Caliber Rimfire Rifles and Pistols. Shotguns all gauges.
All targets must be placed on/at our fixed target frame locations at either 50 yards, 50 meters or 100 yards so all
projectiles go directly into a backstop/berm.
The correct 50 yard/meter target frames will be used at 50 yards/meters.
Target Frames are to be returned to their storage location under the Covered Firing Point structure.
NO PORTABLE TARGET FRAMES ALLOWED ON RIFLE RANGES. NO ‘GROUND’ TARGETS.
All shooting is to be done straight away on the target frame that corresponds to the firing point/bench.
A centered STEEL GONG contained in a structure can be shot from all benches.
NO SUSTAINED / BUMP / RAPID FIRE. AIMED SHOTS ONLY. There must be a minimum 3 second interval between shots.
All shell casings are to be policed and either removed from the range or placed in “brass” containers.
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